Fishery-specific solutions to seabird bycatch in the U.S. West Coast sablefish fishery
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A B S T R A C T

Bird scaring lines (BSLs) protect longline fishing gear from seabird attacks, save bait, reduce incidental seabird mortality and are the most commonly prescribed seabird bycatch mitigation measure worldwide. We collaborated with fishermen to assess the efficacy of applying BSL regulations from the demersal longline sablefish fishery in Alaska to a similar fishery along the U.S. West Coast. In contrast to Alaska, some U.S. West Coast vessels use floats along the line to keep hooks off the seafloor, where scavengers degrade the bait and the target catch. Our results confirmed that BSL regulations from Alaska were sufficient to protect baits from bird attacks on longlines without floats, but not baits on longlines with floats. Longlines with floats sank below the reach of albatrosses (2 m depth) at a distance astern (157.7 m ± 44.8% CI) that was 2.3 times farther than longlines without floats (68.8 m ± 37.8% CI). The floated longline distance was well beyond the protection afforded by BSLs, which is approximately 40 m of aerial extent. Black-footed albatross attacked floated longlines at rates ten times more (2.7 attacks/1000 hooks, 0.48–4.45% CI) than longlines without floats (0.20 attacks/1000 hooks, 0.01–0.36% CI). Retrospective analysis of NOAA Fisheries Groundfish Observer Program data suggested that seabird bycatch occurs in a few sablefish longline fishing sectors and a minority of vessels, but is not confined to larger vessels. Analysis also confirmed fishermen testimonials that night setting reduced albatross bycatch by an order of magnitude compared to daytime setting, without reducing target catch. Night setting could be an effective albatross bycatch prevention practice if applied to the U.S. West Coast sablefish longline fishery and provide a practical alternative for vessels that elect to use floated longlines. These results highlight the importance of understanding region-specific longline gear modifications to identify effective bycatch reduction tools and the value of working collaboratively with fishermen to craft solutions.

1. Introduction

1.1. Global seabird bycatch

Incidental mortality of seabirds in longline fisheries has been an international conservation concern for decades, with reported estimates of approximately 160,000 seabirds killed in longline fisheries annually (Anderson et al., 2011; Croxall et al., 2012; Lewison et al., 2004). Albatross populations are especially vulnerable to bycatch mortality because they exhibit delayed maturity and low fecundity. Commercial fisheries have been implicated in the decline of many albatross and petrel species (Lewison and Crowder, 2003; Weimerskirch et al., 1997). Fifteen of 22 albatross species (Family Diomedeidae) are threatened with extinction, one of the highest proportions among birds (Butchart et al., 2004; Croxall et al., 2012; IUCN, 2016; Phillips, 2013). Most seabird mortality in demersal longline fisheries occurs as seabirds attempt to forage on baited hooks during longline deployment. Seabirds become hooked or tangled and subsequently drown (Brothers, 1991; Løkkeborg, 2011). Non-lethal interactions can also occasionally occur as fishermen retrieve their longlines and seabirds congregate to...
forage on discarded bait and offal. Seabird interactions with fishing gear have negative consequences for fishery participants because of the costs of bait lost to birds, and the cost of lost fishing opportunity if excessive seabird bycatch triggers a fishery closure. The development and implementation of best practice seabird bycatch mitigation technologies are critical to achieving global seabird conservation goals and sustainable ecosystem-based fisheries management (Brothers et al., 1999; Løkkeborg, 2011).

Global bycatch avoidance best practices for demersal longlines include deterring foraging seabirds with bird-scaring lines (BSLs) and setting gear after dark (ACAP, 2016a; Melvin et al., 2004). The current international best practice guidelines, set out by the Agreement on the Conservation of Albatrosses and Petrels (ACAP), additionally rely on longline weighting to sink hooks rapidly and close to the stern of the vessel, thereby reducing the amount of time bait is vulnerable to birds and birds vulnerable to hooking. When efficient fishing requires longlines to be in contact with the seafloor, adding weight to the longline can be a practical method for reducing seabird bycatch because it reduces the time that baited hooks are at the surface.

Some demersal longline fishermen use floats placed at intervals along the groundline to suspend most hooks a few meters above the sea floor. Floats provide access to target species, while avoiding non-target benficial species or scavengers that degrade baits and target catch. However, floats also slow the sinking rate of longlines, thereby increasing both the time and the distance astern that baited hooks are available to birds at the surface of the water. The delayed sinking of floated longlines may keep baited hooks at the surface and increase bycatch risk for seabirds. The hooks on floated longlines may also snag the trailing ends of bird-scaring lines if the hooks remain near the surface beyond the aerial extent of BSLs. Developing effective seabird avoidance measures for floated demersal longlines has been identified as a priority for seabird conservation and has received increasing attention from the research community (ACAP, 2016c). Researchers have documented slower longline sink profiles and elevated levels of seabird bycatch in floated demersal longline fisheries off South America and New Zealand (Delski, 2016; Pierre et al., 2013; Seco Pon et al., 2007), which suggests there may be cause for concern in floated demersal fisheries off the U.S. West Coast. In artisanal demersal longline fisheries in the Mediterranean Sea, floated demersal longline configurations (Piedra-Bola zigzag and pyramid systems) were associated with seabird attacks on baited hooks further astern compared to non-floated longline configurations, but overall seabird bycatch rates were not elevated (Cortés et al., 2017). These contrasting findings highlight the need for a thorough understanding of the fishery, vessel specifications, longline configurations, and the attending seabird community to design fishery-specific seabird avoidance measures. Longline fishermen targeting sablefish off the U.S. West Coast use both floated and non-floated demersal longline gear, thus providing the opportunity to evaluate seabird interactions with both longline configurations within the same fleet.

1.2. Albatross conservation on the U.S. West Coast

Three albatross species (Laysan: Phoebastria immutabilis, black-footed: P. nigripes, short-tailed: P. albatrus) range throughout the Northeast Pacific Ocean. The short-tailed albatross, listed as endangered under the U.S. Endangered Species Act (ESA), is the focus of an intensive multi-national recovery program as well as the driving force motivating seabird bycatch prevention requirements in Alaska and the U.S. West Coast (Washington, Oregon, California) longline fisheries. The population of the endangered short-tailed albatross (4700 in 2015, USFWS, 2014; Sievert and Hasegawa, unpublished data) is less than 1% of its historical abundance. However, it is growing at ~8% per year and beginning to re-occupy its former range (USFWS, 2014; Sievert, and Hasegawa, unpublished data). In 2011, a longline vessel targeting sablefish (Anoplopoma fimbria) off central Oregon caught a short-tailed albatross (Good et al., 2015; Jannot et al., 2016; USFWS, 2012). This event confirmed the suspicion that short-tailed albatrosses are vulnerable to mortality in the U.S. West Coast groundfish fishery (Melvin et al., 2001; Suryan et al., 2007) and triggered an evaluation of bycatch prevention measures in this fishery. No albatross bycatch avoidance measures were required for U.S. West Coast groundfish fisheries at that time. There is also international conservation concern for black-footed albatross (IUCN Red Listed as vulnerable, IUCN, 2016). Chronic mortality of black-footed albatross occurs in U.S. West Coast groundfish fisheries, with estimated annual takes between 51 and 215 for the 2010–13 period (Jannot et al., 2016). Other species of conservation concern (Laysan albatross and Pink-footed shearwaters (Puffinus creatopus; USFWS, 2008)), and species protected under the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (50 CFR Part 10 and 21) are also potentially susceptible to interactions with U.S. West Coast longline fisheries. Thus, designing and promoting effective seabird bycatch mitigation for these fisheries has far-reaching conservation benefits for many seabirds in the Northeast Pacific Ocean.

We focused our research on developing best practices for the U.S. West Coast demersal longline fishery based on recent bycatch data and findings on seabird exposure to interactions in the U.S. West Coast groundfish fishery. Guy et al. (2013) found that the demersal longline fishery for sablefish presented the greatest threat to albatrosses off the U.S. West Coast, and demonstrated that black-footed and short-tailed albatross distributions and occurrence overlapped with the demersal sablefish longline fishery, particularly in shelf-slope habitats north of 36°N latitude. Good et al. (2015) and Jannot et al. (2011) showed that most of the observed bycatch of seabirds, and albatrosses in particular, also occurs in this fishery. Based on these findings, we staged our research in the fishery posing the greatest risk to seabirds – the sablefish fishery.

1.3. Objectives and hypotheses

Our research objectives were to characterize sink profiles and assess seabird behavioral responses to floated and non-floated longline configurations in the presence of bird-scaring lines in the U.S. West Coast demersal longline sablefish fishery. We hypothesized that floated demersal longlines would remain at the surface further astern than non-floated longlines and that seabirds would exploit this opportunity by attacking hooks on floated longlines at higher rates beyond the protection of bird-scaring lines.

In response to fishermen testimonials during workshops held in ports throughout the region, we also explored alternative seabird bycatch tools for this fishery by examining the efficacy of night fishing as a tactic for avoiding seabird bycatch. We use 12 years of data from the NOAA Fisheries West Coast Groundfish Observer Program to compare seabird bycatch rates and fish landings in the fishery for sets made at night and during the day. Because albatrosses are primarily visual foragers and exhibit greater foraging activity during daylight (Fernández and Anderson, 2000), we anticipated that the bycatch of albatrosses and other seabirds would be lower on sets made at night. We also compared catch rates of target fish during day and nighttime sets, as profitability likely influences fishermen’s receptivity to night fishing as a seabird bycatch avoidance measure. Many fishes exhibit diurnal behavioral patterns that can affect catchability (e.g., Hart et al., 2010). Sablefish, in particular, enter into contact with the seafloor at sunrise, and rise up into the water column at night (Doya et al., 2014). Therefore, we anticipated that the catch per unit effort of sablefish, the target species, might differ between nighttime and daytime fishing. It was also important to ensure that the catch of non-target species did not increase when setting at night. Further, we used observer program data to examine the relative albatross bycatch rates for large (≥16.8 m) vs. small (<16.8 m) vessels and the variation in albatross bycatch among individual vessels in order to better understand seabird bycatch trends in this fishery.
2. Methods

2.1. U.S. West Coast sablefish longline fleet

We obtained data on vessels participating in the U.S. West Coast longline fisheries for sablefish to determine the number of vessels and range of vessel lengths comprising the longline fleet. The sablefish fishery includes vessels participating in the limited entry sablefish endorsed longline sector, with fixed allocations of fish over a season (NOAA Fisheries, 2015a; Stelle, 2013). Federal regulations permit approximately 80 vessels to fish in the limited-entry fishery during a seven-month period from April through October. These same vessels also make landings outside the limited entry season, under daily landing limits. Of these, 24 large vessels (> 55 ft. in overall length) control nearly half of the allowed catch annually, and therefore have a large impact on the fishery. NOAA Fisheries estimates that between 333 and 385 vessels annually participated in the open access fishery for sablefish from 2010 to 2015, wherein vessels without a limited entry permit land sablefish throughout the year under daily landing limits. Of the vessels participating in the open access sector, only 3.7% to 7.2% were large vessels. A small number of longline vessels (4–11) lease sablefish quota (catch shares) from trawl vessels. Based on landings information, we estimate that, depending on the year, between 475 and 675 longline vessels annually participated in these fisheries from 2010 to 2015.

2.2. Vessels and longline gear

Seven vessels from the limited entry sablefish endorsed longline sector joined our collaborative research program, in which we collected data during fishing operations out of ports in California, Oregon and Washington between 22 May 2010 and 6 October 2014 (Fig. 1, Table S1). Fishing vessels used for research ranged in size from 9.4 to 24.7 m, and included three large (≥16.8 m) and four small (<16.8 m) vessels, and carried 2–5 crew members. Fishing took place on the continental slope at an average fishing depth of 486 m (min = 225 m; max = 954 m). The majority of vessels used hand-baited tub longlines, with the groundline coiled in tubs with baited hooks (squid or herring) that were deployed over the stern of the vessel (Fig. 2). Each tub contained a groundline segment (skate) with 160–200 hooks spaced 36–48 inches apart. A set consisted of 8–30 skates (mean = 2400 hooks, range = 1200–5200 hooks). Two vessels used auto-bait longlines, wherein a machine baits hooks with squid as they were deployed over the stern of the vessel during the set. The two vessels that deployed a longline configuration without floats (“non-floated”) generally attached weights at skate junctions, and occasionally an additional weight in the middle of a skate (Fig. 3a). The five vessels that used a longline configuration with floats (“floated”), alternated weights and floats with approximately 20–25 hooks between the weight and float. A typical skate had three floats and four weights with additional floats attached at the skate junctions (Fig. 3b). Both longline configurations (floated and non-floated) were used on both types of vessels (large and small); however, any single vessel only used a single configuration. We requested that all vessels deploy two BSLs, one on either side of the sinking longlines, with an aerial extent of 40m, in order to match Alaska seabird bycatch avoidance requirements for vessel under 30.5 m (50 CFR part 679).

2.3. Seabird diversity

We described the seabird species diversity around vessels by counting all seabirds by species on the water and flying within a 100 m radius hemisphere centered at the midpoint of the stern (Dietrich et al., 2008; Melvin et al., 2001, 2011). We conducted counts during or within five minutes following gear deployment (mean gear deployment = 17.15 min) to ensure counts represented the assemblage of seabirds present during longline setting. Following the same methods, counts of seabirds attending the vessel were made midway through the several hour long process of longline retrieval.

2.4. Sink profiles

The sink profiles of floated and non-floated configurations were measured using Mk-9 time-depth recorders (TDRs, Wildlife Computers, U.S.A.), which record depth at 0.5 m increments every second. To minimize anomalous measurements, TDRs were acclimated to surface seawater temperatures for up to 30 min following protocols described by Robertson (2000). On floated longlines, we attached a TDR at the skate junction adjacent to a float, located at the midpoint between weights, and another TDR to the next adjacent weight. On non-floated longlines, we consulted with the crew to determine where they planned to add weights. If crew added weights only at skate junctions, we attached the TDRs at the skate junction and at the midpoint of the skate. If crew added an additional weight at the midpoint between skate junctions, we attached a TDR at the skate junction, and one quarter the length of the skate. TDRs attached at the midpoint of non-floated longline are representative of the sink profile of the majority of hooks (Robertson, 2000), while TDRs attached to the midpoint on floated longline represent the slowest sinking portion of the longline, likely one
third to half of hooks. In all cases, TDRs were attached to skates near the middle of the set, ≥ 1 km from anchors. Between one and 14 TDRs were deployed on each of 29 floated and 16 non-floated sets.

We estimated how far astern baited hooks sank below where birds can access them by multiplying the time required for gear to sink beyond the diving range of the birds by the vessel speed. We calculated the time in seconds from the time the TDR entered the water until the TDR sank to 2 m and 5 m depth. We recorded the time the TDR entered the water based to the nearest second. We multiplied the number of seconds required for the TDR to reach the benchmark depth by the vessel speed (m/s) to calculate the distance astern of the vessel (m) that the TDR reached the benchmark depth. We selected benchmark depths of 2 m and 5 m based on surface foraging and seabird dive depths (Melvin et al., 2014). Albatrosses, gulls and fulmars are considered surface foraging birds, and only have access to gear in the upper 2–3 m of the water column (Melvin et al., 2014) pink-footed and sooty shearwaters have deeper average dive depths, and can dive to a maximum of 36 m and 93 m respectively (Hodum and Shaffer, unpubl. data 2006; Mallory et al., 2012; Taylor, 2008).

To estimate the distance astern at which the average floated and non-floated longline sank beyond the diving range of seabirds, we modelled the relationship between longline configuration and distance astern at which the longline reached 2 m and 5 m depth. We used R (R Development Core Team, 2016 Version 3.3.2) statistical software and lme4 (Bates et al., 2015) to construct an initial linear mixed effects model using Gaussian distribution for the random effects. We included three categorical fixed effects in the model: 1) longline configuration (floated or non-floated), 2) TDR placement (weight or midpoint between weights), and 3) vessel size (large or small), and one interaction term of longline configuration*TDR placement. We included random intercepts for set and vessel in the model to account for multiple TDR measurements taken on the same set, and vessel-specific longline

![Fig. 2. Floated demersal longline tub gear, staged on the stern of the vessel in preparation for setting. Inset photo shows two styles of floats (hard plastic and glass) with a typical 20 oz. (567 g) weight placed in between the floats. The floats and weights were coiled within the tubs when gear was prepared for setting.](image)

![Fig. 3. (a) Conceptual illustration showing a single skate of non-floated demersal longline gear when deployed to the seafloor. (b) Conceptual illustration showing a single skate of floated demersal longline gear when deployed to the seafloor.](image)
configuration, gear idiosyncrasies, and variability in setting practices. Visual inspection of residual plots did not reveal obvious deviations from homoscedasticity or normality, which supported the use of a Gaussian distribution without data transformations.

We used Akaike’s Information Criterion, adjusted for small sample sizes (AICc) to select the two final models for estimating distance astern at which the longline sank to benchmark depths of 2 m and 5 m. We compared the full models that included all fixed and random effects to null models that excluded individual fixed effects and the interaction term. Models with the lowest AICc and >= 2 ΔAICc from competing models were retained. If the ΔAICc between competing models was < 2, then the model with the least number of variables was retained as the most parsimonious final model. We used the final models to calculate estimates for distances astern at which weights and midpoints between weights reached the 2 m and 5 m benchmark depths for both floated and non-floated longlines and the proportion of the remaining variance explained by the random effects. We estimated 95% confidence intervals of the fixed effects using Wald’s method, which uses the estimated local curvature of the likelihood surface to determine appropriate confidence interval cut-offs.

2.5. Attack rates

Because seabird bycatch events are relatively rare, we used seabird attacks on baited hooks as a proxy of bycatch risk. Attacks were defined as an unambiguous attempt by an individual bird to take bait from a hook, typically a dive, or lunge directly over a sinking hook (see Melvin et al., 2001). Attacks were observed during daytime sets for periods ranging between 10 min and the entire setting period, up to 45 min (mean = 17.15 min, SD = 8.79 min, median = 17 min). We recorded attacks by species in 10 m bins from the point of longline deployment at the stern of the vessel out to 90 m astern of the vessel. Bird scaring lines were deployed primarily in pairs (29 paired vs. 4 single) with a mean aerial extent of 34 m. We used the 5 m spacing of individual streamers on streamer lines to estimate the attack location. We calculated attack rates (attacks/1000 hooks) by dividing the number of attacks by the number of hooks observed, to allow for comparisons across observations periods and gear deployments of different length. We used Welch’s t-tests to compare mean black-footed albatross attack rates on floated and non-floated longline sets within the protection of BSLs (0–40 m astern) and outside the protection of BSLs (40–90 m astern). Because attack rate data were not normally distributed, we used the R package boot (Canty and Ripley, 2014; Davison and Hinkley, 1997) to perform bootstrapping to calculate 95% confidence intervals for the means using the percentile method and 1000 replicates.

2.6. Observer program data

We examined U.S. West Coast Groundfish Observer Program data to determine if albatross bycatch and target/non-target fish catch rates differed between daytime and nighttime sets. Data sources for this analysis included fishery observer data from 2002 to 2013 for several different fishery sectors that target sablefish using longline gear. In addition to the limited entry sablefish quota sector, from which we drew our collaborating vessels for at-sea research, we included data from limited entry daily landing limits, open access sablefish fisheries and quota leased from trawl vessels and fish using longline gear (catch shares) sectors of the fleet. The observer program monitors fishing sectors based on the observed landed catch as a percentage of the total landed catch. Observer coverage for limited entry sector sablefish averaged 23% (range: 7–38%) (Jannott et al., 2016; Somers et al., 2015). Only a small proportion of trips were monitored for vessels in the limited entry daily landing limits fishery (1–13% coverage) and the open access fishery (1–5% coverage, Somers et al., 2015). During 2010–2013, 100% of the trips fished by longline vessels using leased trawl quota (catch shares) were observed to allow for a full accounting of target catch and bycatch. The primary sample unit for fishery observers was the set and a minimum of 50% of each set was randomly sampled.

Fishery observers record a variety of fishery interactions with seabirds; the interactions range in severity from birds simply being sighted from the vessel to birds being killed by fishing gear. For species not listed as endangered or threatened under ESA, bycatch events are interactions documenting mortality or likely to have resulted in mortality. Birds that were bleeding, had broken bones, lost feathers, or that did not fly away or return to normal behavior within a few minutes of the interaction were counted as bycatch (Good et al., 2015). Consistent with Section 3 of the ESA, bycatch designations for endangered short-tailed albatross included a wider range of interactions (16 USC 1532). Four of the five events that involved short-tailed albatross were non-lethal interactions. We calculated the bycatch rate for all albatrosses for each set by dividing the number of observed albatross bycatch events by the number of hooks observed in that set, which we report as the number of albatrosses caught per 1000 hooks. For sets with missing observed hook data, we estimated the number of hooks using the mean from other observed sets within the same trip or from trips made on preceding or following days. We also calculated the bycatch rate (birds/1000 hooks) for gulls, shearwaters, and northern fulmars.

Sets were categorized as day or night based on when the first hook entered the water. We examined several different definitions of night, based on sunset and sunrise as well as three categories of twilight. Night sets were defined as those deployed a) after sunset or before sunrise (sun angle > 0° below horizon), b) after civil dusk or before civil dawn (sun angle > 6° below horizon), c) after nautical dusk or before nautical dawn (sun angle > 12° below horizon), and d) after astronomical dusk or before astronomical dawn (sun angle > 18° below horizon). Sets generally took < 45 min to deploy, so assignment to a twilight category was relatively straightforward. Sun position relative to the horizon at the time of set was determined by the combination of latitude and longitude, time (first hook in the water), and date using the R spatial packages ‘maptools’ and ‘sp’ (Bivand and Lewin-Koh, 2017; Bivand et al., 2013; Pebesma and Bivand, 2005). Because the seabird bycatch rate data were zero-inflated, we made comparisons between diurnal categories using a non-parametric rank Mann–Whitney U test in R statistical software (R Development Core Team, 2016 Version 3.3.2).

3. Results

3.1. Seabird diversity

On average, 41 seabirds attended the vessel during longline deployment (sets). Black-footed albatrosses were the most frequent (97% of sets) and the most abundant bird (mean = 17; Table 1). Western gulls were another important component, attending 82% of all sets and averaging just fewer than 11 birds. Sooty and pink-footed shearwaters attended about 50% of all sets. Northern fulmars were observed at just 24% of all sets, and eight other seabird species were observed rarely (< 10%; Table 1). We observed two seabird mortalities: one sooty shearwater and one pink-footed shearwater. Both mortalities occurred on floated longlines, during longline deployment with paired BSLs deployed to the target 40 m aerial extent as requested.

Significantly more seabirds (mean = 121 birds) attended longline retrievals (hauls) than deployments (mean = 41 birds, Table 1, p < 0.001). This difference was due to the significantly higher mean abundance of black-footed albatross during longline retrievals (103 birds) versus deployments (20 birds; p < 0.001). The abundance of other seabirds (western gull, sooty shearwater, pink-footed shearwater, and northern fulmar) did not significantly differ (p > 0.05) between longline deployment and retrieval (Table 1). Two black-footed albatrosses were observed hooked in upper mandible during longline retrieval. Both were released at the hauling station, located at the side of the vessel, without apparent significant injury and were presumed to have survived.
3.2. Longline sink profiles

Model results were similar for distance to the 2 m and 5 m benchmark depths. Vessel size (large vs. small) was the only variable not retained in the final full model, suggesting that it did not affect the distance astern at which the longline sank to benchmark depths (Table 2). Therefore, we used separate models to assess the effect of TDR position and longline configuration on sink profile (Table 2). TDR position was an important determinant of sink profile; models containing TDR position had more support than models containing only random effects for both longline configurations (Table 2). When TDRs were placed at weights, longline configuration did not affect sink profile; the model with only random effects was < 2 $\Delta$AIC from a model including random effects plus longline configuration (Table 2). However, when TDRs were placed at midpoints the model with the most support included longline configuration (Table 2).

Table 2
Results of model selection to determine the best model to estimate distance astern of the vessel that the longline gear sinks to 2 m and 5 m depth. We report on the degrees of freedom (df) in the model, the difference in the Akaike’s Information Criterion value adjusted for small sample sizes ($\Delta$AICc) for the model compared to the best model, and the residual deviance (Dev).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distance astern to 2 m benchmark depth</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>$\Delta$AICc</th>
<th>Dev</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Full Dataset</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longline Configuration + TDR position + (Longline Configuration) * (TDR position) + (1</td>
<td>set) + (1</td>
<td>vessel)</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longline Configuration + TDR position + Vessel Size + (Longline Configuration) * (TDR position) + (1</td>
<td>set) + (1</td>
<td>vessel)</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longline Configuration + TDR position + Vessel Size + (1</td>
<td>set) + (1</td>
<td>vessel)</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I$ + (1</td>
<td>set) + (1</td>
<td>vessel)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TDR Position = Weights</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 + (1</td>
<td>set) + (1</td>
<td>vessel)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longline Configuration + (1</td>
<td>set) + (1</td>
<td>vessel)</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TDR Position = Midpoints between Weights</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longline Configuration + Vessel Size + (1</td>
<td>set) + (1</td>
<td>vessel)</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 + (1</td>
<td>set) + (1</td>
<td>vessel)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distance astern to 5 m benchmark depth</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>$\Delta$AICc</th>
<th>Dev</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Full Dataset</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longline Configuration + TDR position + (Longline Configuration) * (TDR position) + (1</td>
<td>set) + (1</td>
<td>vessel)</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longline Configuration + TDR position + Vessel Size + (Longline Configuration) * (TDR position) + (1</td>
<td>set) + (1</td>
<td>vessel)</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longline Configuration + TDR position + Vessel Size + (1</td>
<td>set) + (1</td>
<td>vessel)</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1</td>
<td>set) + (1</td>
<td>vessel)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TDR Position = Weights</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longline Configuration + (1</td>
<td>set) + (1</td>
<td>vessel)</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 + (1</td>
<td>set) + (1</td>
<td>vessel)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TDR Position = Midpoints between Weights</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longline Configuration + (1</td>
<td>set) + (1</td>
<td>vessel)</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 + (1</td>
<td>set) + (1</td>
<td>vessel)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Includes one observation of a hybrid Black-footed/Laysan Phoebastria immutabilis/nigripes.

* Western gulls often hybridize with Glaucous-winged gulls in this region. Also includes immature gulls, which were almost exclusively immature Western Gulls.
Table 3
Estimated distance astern of the vessel that baited hooks sank to benchmark depths on non-floated gear and floated gear using the final linear mixed model: Distance ~ (Longline Configuration) + (TDR position) + (Vessel) + (1/set) + (1/weight). The 95% confidence intervals were calculated using Wald’s method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TDR at weight</th>
<th>Estimate (m) ± 95% CI</th>
<th>Estimate (m) ± 95% CI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 m</td>
<td>5 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>non-floated</td>
<td>20 (4)</td>
<td>20.9 ± 21.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>floated</td>
<td>26 (17)</td>
<td>32.6 ± 25.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDR at midpoint between weights</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>non-floated</td>
<td>56 (15)</td>
<td>68.8 ± 37.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>floated</td>
<td>57 (28)</td>
<td>157.7 ± 44.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random Effects</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vessel</td>
<td>34.4%</td>
<td>37.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual</td>
<td>49.3%</td>
<td>32.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2.1. Fastest sinking portion of the line

The distances astern at which the weighted portion of the longline sank below 2 m depth were fairly similar between non-floated (20.9 ± 21.3 m) and floated (32.6 ± 25.8 m) longlines (Table 3), consistent with modelling results indicating no effect of longline configuration for the fasting sinking portion of the longline (Table 2). A similar comparison for the 5 m benchmark depth showed a considerably larger difference between non-floated (48.3 ± 32.6 m) and floated (123.7 ± 38.7 m) configurations. This finding was in contrast to modelling results which suggested that longline configurations did not affect sink profile at the 5 m distance astern benchmark.

3.2.2. Slowest sinking portion of the longline

When measured at the midpoint between weights, floated longlines sank out of the reach of albatrosses to the 2 m and 5 m benchmark depths more than twice as far astern of the vessel compared to non-floated longline (non-floated = 68.8 ± 37.8 m and 120 ± 85.4 m, respectively, floated = 157.7 ± 44.8 m and 250 ± 100 m; Table 3). These results are consistent with model results indicating that longline configuration most affected sink profile of the slowest sinking portion of the longline.

3.3. Attack rates

Black-footed albatrosses attacked baited hooks on floated longlines at significantly higher rates (mean = 2.7 attacks/1000 hooks, 1.05–4.95% CI) than non-floated longlines (mean = 0.20 attacks/1000 hooks, 0.05–0.40 95% CI, Welch’s t-test, p < 0.001). The distribution of attacks as a function of distance astern differed between longline configurations (Fig. 4). Within the aerial extent of BSLs (< 40 m astern), black-footed albatross attacked floated longlines at higher rates (0.8 attacks/1000 hooks, 0.11–1.60 95% CI, Fig. 4) than non-floated longlines (0.08 attacks/1000 hooks, 0.00–0.22 95% CI, Fig. 4), but this difference was not significant (Welch’s t-test, p = 0.094). However, beyond the aerial extent of BSLs, there were significantly more attacks (Welch’s two sample t-test, p = 0.036) on floated longlines (4.67 attacks/1000 hooks, 1.48–8.90 bootstrapped 95% CI, Fig. 4) compared with non-floated longlines (0.32 attacks/1000 hooks, 0.00–0.72 bootstrapped 95% CI, Fig. 4).

3.4. Bycatch rates in U.S. West Coast groundfish observer data

NOAA Fisheries West Coast Groundfish Observer Program’s data showed that incidental catch of albatross occurred across multiple hook-and-line sectors, but was concentrated in the limited entry sa-blesfish longline fishery. Notably, of the 259 unique vessels observed in hook and line fisheries from 2002 to 2013, only 26 vessels had albatross bycatch. Of those, three vessels accounted for 62% of the 204 albatross takes in the observer sample. Across all sectors, albatross bycatch (the number of birds/haul) for larger vessels (≥ 6.8 m) was six to seven times greater than for smaller vessels (< 16.8 m). However, of the 20 vessels with the highest bycatch rates in the analysis, half of them were vessels under 55 feet long.

Retrospective analysis also showed the rate of albatross bycatch was significantly higher during daytime sets compared with night-time sets, but varied based on how night was defined (Table 4; Fig. 5). Our examination of twilight sets using sunrise/sunset, civil, nautical, and astronomical dawn and dusk revealed that albatross bycatch rates dropped dramatically after civil dusk (sun angle 6° below horizon, Fig. 5). Gulls also were taken as bycatch at a higher rate during day sets, however this difference was not significant (p = 0.09, Table 4). Bycatch of other seabirds did not exhibit clear diurnal patterns, with low rates of bycatch during both day and night sets (Table 4). Contrastingly, retained and discarded catch were significantly higher at night (Table 4). The average retained catch per set was more than 40% greater during night-time sets (0.61 mt) compared with day sets (0.43 mt), which has clear biological as well as statistical significance. Discarded catch was only slightly higher at night (0.27 mt) compared with day sets (0.23 mt), which was statistically significant but of questionable biological significance.

4. Discussion

4.1. Seabird assemblage

Black-footed albatross dominated the seabird assemblage during both gear deployment and gear retrieval, and attacked baited hooks more often than other seabird species in our study. Our observations were consistent with estimates indicating that black-footed albatross are the seabird species most commonly taken as bycatch in U.S. West Coast groundfish
attacks on non-floated demersal longlines (Dietrich et al., 2008; Gilman et al., 2005; Lokkeborg, 2011; Melvin et al., 2001). However, our findings provide evidence that BSLs alone may not adequately protect floated demersal longlines, across a range of vessel lengths. Portions of the floated demersal longlines remained near the surface well beyond the protective aerial extent of BSLs, and albatrosses responded with significantly higher attack rates. Both small and large vessels using floated demersal longlines incurred more black-footed albatross attacks than vessels using non-floated longlines. Floated longlines are at greater risk of fouling with BSLs since they remain near the surface, which can lead to damaged gear and lost fishing opportunity. While only a subset of hooks on floated longlines are available at the surface for this extended distance astern, the additional availability of baited hooks at the surface was sufficient to elicit a behavioral response from black-footed albatrosses and, presumably, other seabird species.

4.3. Reducing the risk to seabirds from non-floated demersal longlines: consider avoidance measures for small vessels

Our results suggest that vessels using non-floated demersal longlines should be able to minimize albatross bycatch by using paired BSLs, a bycatch avoidance measure recognized as “best practice” internationally in demersal longline fisheries (ACAP, 2016a). While not required at the initiation of our research, large vessels (≥55 ft) are now required to deploy paired streamer lines on the U.S. West Coast except under certain high wind conditions (NOAA Fisheries, 2015b). However, both large and small vessels take albatrosses, albeit at different rates. We requested that participating vessels in this study use two streamer lines (versus one). After consultation and training, large vessels successfully deployed BSLs during our study. However, it was more challenging to convince fishermen on small vessels to use paired BSLs because of concerns about gear fouling.

Small vessels had difficulty elevating BSLs to an adequate height and carried fewer crew members which made BSL deployment more challenging. Some vessels set at low speeds, which made optimal BSL aerial extent more difficult to achieve. While the majority of small vessels participating in our research overcame these challenges, one small vessel that set at very low speeds used a single BSL. Small vessels in Alaska face similar challenges and their efforts to develop seabird bycatch avoidance strategies provide an example of tailoring BSL specifications to smaller vessels (Melvin and Wainstein, 2006). However, further engagement with small vessels on the U.S. West Coast will ensure that BSL designs are adequately adapted to the unique fishing practices in this region.

4.4. Reducing the risk to seabirds from floated demersal longlines: longline modification and night fishing

In anticipation of the possibility that BSLs may not fully protect floated longlines, we considered longline modification and night setting as potential albatross bycatch avoidance strategies.

4.4.1. Longline modification

Longline gear modification, such as adding a dropper line between

Table 4
Mean retained and discarded catch per set, and albatross bycatch rate for day sets and night sets. Daytime sets (n = 8639) were made after civil dawn and before civil dusk. Night sets (n = 1972) were made after civil dusk and before civil dawn. Significance was assessed using a non-parametric Mann–Whitney U test.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Mean Day (± SE)</th>
<th>Mean Night (± SE)</th>
<th>Mann–Whitney U</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Retained Catch</td>
<td>0.43 (0.006)</td>
<td>0.61 (0.011)</td>
<td>4.96*10^4</td>
<td>&lt; 0.00001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discarded Catch</td>
<td>0.23 (0.005)</td>
<td>0.27 (0.009)</td>
<td>5.82*10^4</td>
<td>&lt; 0.00001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albatross BPUE</td>
<td>All 0.009 (0.001)</td>
<td>0.0003 (0.0002)</td>
<td>7.45*10^4</td>
<td>&lt; 0.00001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gull Bycatch BPUE</td>
<td>0.0002 (0.0008)</td>
<td>0.00002 (0.0002)</td>
<td>7.36*10^4</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fulmar BPUE</td>
<td>0.00034 (0.00025)</td>
<td>0.00025 (0.00025)</td>
<td>7.34*10^4</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shearwater BPUE</td>
<td>0.0008 (0.0008)</td>
<td>0.00000 (0.0000)</td>
<td>7.35*10^4</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5. Albatross bycatch rate (birds caught/1000 hooks) in sets (n = 9997) categorized as day or night where night sets were defined as those deployed after sunset or before sunrise (sun angle > 0° below horizon), after civil dusk or before civil dawn (sun angle > 6° below horizon), after nautical dusk or before nautical dawn (sun angle > 12° below horizon), and after astronomical dusk or before astronomical dawn (sun angle > 18° degrees below horizon).

Coast groundfish fishery and exhibit high spatiotemporal overlap with the sablefish fishery (Guy et al., 2013; Jannot et al., 2011, 2016). The dominance of black-footed albatrosses in the seabird assemblage during both longline setting and retrieval highlighted that, among seabirds species in our study region, black-footed albatross are at greatest risk of detrimental interaction with longline fishing gear in the sablefish fishery.

The higher seabird abundances we observed attending longline gear retrieval is consistent with other studies of demersal longline gear. Vessels move more slowly while retrieving longlines (~1 knot) compared with gear deployment speeds (~5–7 knots). Discarded bait and offal serves as an additional attractant to seabirds, which congregate around slowly moving vessels. Interactions in demersal longline fisheries are relatively uncommon during longline retrieval under normal circumstances, and generally non-lethal when they do occur. Hooks are less accessible to seabirds than during longline deployment because fishermen draw the longlines back to the vessel vertically off the bottom, therefore hooks are only briefly at the surface before they are brought onboard. Additionally, many are unavailable to seabirds because fish occupy many of the hooks. Our observations of two non-lethal interactions occurred on sets where the longline gear fouled during deployment. In these cases when hauling the fouled gear, fishermen were unable to retrieve the line vertically off the bottom, which instead trailed at the surface behind the vessel.

4.2. Sink profiles and seabird response to floated and non-floated demersal longlines

Consistent with previous studies in Alaska and elsewhere in the world, our results showed that bird-scaring lines prevent albatross

individual floats and the groundline on floated longlines, has been implemented elsewhere to overcome the delayed sink profile of floated longlines (Debski, 2016; Pierre and Goad, 2016; Pierre et al., 2013). In this gear modification, separating the float from the groundline by a few meters sinks hooks beyond the diving range of birds while the floats remain near the surface dramatically reducing seabird bycatch. However, in our experience, this gear modification might not be practical for the predominant fishing gear used in the U.S. West Coast sablefish fishery. Because the majority of vessels in this fleet prepare their gear for deployment by coiling the groundline within tubs, a dropper line would need to be coiled within the coiled groundline. Collaborating fishermen in this study were unwilling to use such an approach, citing practicality and safety concerns. It is likely that experimentation with modified longline configurations will only occur if other safe and effective mitigation measures are lacking.

4.4.2. Night fishing

Some fleet members reported that they consistently set longlines at night as part of their standard operations to avoid seabirds. This is consistent with policies for many demersal longline fisheries worldwide, for which night setting is an effective seabird deterrent strategy. Night setting gained prominence as an albatross bycatch avoidance strategy in Southern Ocean fisheries and ACAP later adopted night setting as a component of best practice seabird mitigation for both demersal and pelagic longline fisheries. However, this practice can result in unintended consequences, in some cases. For instance, night fishing is associated with increased bycatch of some sharks in pelagic longline fisheries (Bromhead et al., 2012; Petersen et al., 2009). Another concern is a decrease in fishing efficiency for target catch, which might result in a higher number of hooks deployed with a concomitant elevated risk of hooking albatrosses. In Alaskan demersal longline fisheries, significantly higher bycatch rates of seabirds at night (northern fulmars in particular, Melvin et al., 2001) as well as extremely limited hours of darkness in high latitude fisheries during boreal summer served to dissuade managers from requiring night setting as a seabird avoidance strategy. Night setting, therefore, cannot necessarily be considered best practice mitigation for all fisheries.

However, in the case of the U.S. West Coast sablefish fishery, night setting meets the criteria for a best practice seabird bycatch avoidance measure and is consistent with ecosystem-based fisheries management. Our results show that night setting reduced bycatch of albatrosses without increasing the bycatch of non-albatross seabirds, increased retained sablefish catch, and had little effect on the total amount of discarded catch. Although our evidence that night setting could be an alternative to using BSLs in this fishery, we urge wildlife and fisheries managers to continue to monitor and evaluate the relative efficacy of night setting and BSLs and to take an adaptive management approach based on the resulting information. We did not determine if the slight increase in fish bycatch consisted of constrained stocks or other species of concern and were unable to evaluate the effect of night vs. day setting for floated versus non-floated demersal longlines, as data on longline configuration were unavailable. Given that both floated and non-floated demersal longlines were present in the fishery in roughly equal proportions, we infer that night setting could be an effective mitigation strategy for both gear types, if applied to this fishery.

4.5. Data limitations

There are limitations to our inference from this research. First, the observation period of attack rates varied. For 11 sets, we observed for 10 min at the start of the set, while we observed for the full gear deployment period during the remaining 22 sets. Because the intensity of seabird foraging behavior during longline sets can be influenced by the success of other seabirds feeding on baits (Melvin et al., 2014), it is possible that the attack rates at the start of the set were less than attack rates near the end of the set. The shorter, 10 min observation periods occurred on vessels using both floated and non-floated longline gear, and therefore we think it is unlikely that this affected our overall results or interpretation. Second, it is important to recognize that we examined a surrogate measure (black-footed albatross attacks) of one aspect of bycatch risk (hooking during longline deployment). Other types of interactions, such as non-lethal hooking during longline retrieval and albatrosses feeding on discarded baits, catch and offal may also be important to albatross bycatch avoidance but were outside the scope of our research.

4.6. Collaborative problem solving and targeted outreach

Rushing to implement regulations is a recognized roadblock to developing seabird bycatch avoidance best practices (Melvin and Parrish, 2001) and our results highlight the potential pitfalls of transferring bycatch deterrence regulations from one regional fleet to another, even when fishing for the same species using similar vessels. We demonstrated that BSL performance standards adopted from Alaska sablefish demersal longline fisheries were not adequate for preventing seabird bycatch for a unique gear type used by some vessels along the U.S. West Coast. Others have experienced similar challenges in transferring seabird bycatch mitigation strategies across different fisheries or geographic areas. For instance, underwater setting devices showed early promise when tested in Hawaiian pelagic tuna fleets (Gilman et al., 2003), but were not successful at reducing bycatch in Australian pelagic longline fisheries because of differences in the seabird assemblage (Brothers et al., 2000) and have ultimately remained unproven and not recommended as best practice (ACAP, 2016c).

Fishermen have experience that can inform the development of successful bycatch avoidance approaches through collaborative research (Gilman et al., 2005). Additionally, researchers and managers can support successful implementation of bycatch avoidance strategies through early and continuous engagement with fleet members (Cox et al., 2007). We collaborated with fishermen to evaluate potential strategies that might reduce the risk that floated demersal longlines pose to seabirds, with the goal of recommending best practice mitigation (as defined by ACAP, 2016b; Melvin et al., 2014) for the U.S. West Coast demersal longline fleet. We worked to develop collaborations and knowledge exchange between fishermen, managers, and researchers through numerous one-on-one contacts and a total of 25 visits to 13 U.S. West Coast ports. Although time consuming, these outreach efforts were essential to gain insights on the feasibility of potential bycatch mitigation strategies, and resulted in adoption of bycatch avoidance strategies by the fleet prior to regulatory action. We found that the majority of the impact to albatrosses comes from a minority of vessels, and therefore future outreach and engagement targeted toward vessels with higher encounter rates has the potential to have an appreciable impact on the reduction of seabird bycatch in this fleet.

Vessel- and region-specific differences, as well as the evolution of gear modifications are important to identify and track in fisheries over time. Ongoing information collection on bycatch rates, the factors driving albatross bycatch, the evolution of longline configurations, and shifts in fishing practices will be required for adaptive management to reduce albatross bycatch to the lowest levels possible in this fishery. The West Coast Groundfish Observer Program has been collecting detailed data on longline vessel gear characteristics and configurations and seabird mitigation practices since 2015. These data will allow for evaluation of the effectiveness of our suggested mitigation strategies (BSLs and night setting) and ongoing, adaptive improvement of seabird avoidance measures to minimize the total estimates and rates of bycatch of rare, ESA-listed seabirds as well as seabird bycatch overall.
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